Error Report 1378

Error Report 1378 notes that the Employment Service Credit (EDB 0719) value is not being incremented correctly for employees who were hired or separated after the installation of Release 930. In addition, the Employment Service Credit From Date (EDB 0720) has been left at initial values in some cases where employees did not have enough hours to accumulate service credit during the first month in which they were hired. These errors are being caused by code in program PPEM005 which moves the hours worked in the current month to the pay status hours before calculating the Employment Service Credit (ESC) value rather than after the calculation. To avoid future errors, the code to establish pay status hours has been moved to the correct place in the program. Currently the Credit From Date is changed to the Hours on Pay Status date when the Employment Service Credit value changes from '0' to '1'. Additional code has been added to test whether the Credit From Date is initial values whenever the employment service value is
incremented. If the Credit From Date is initial values, it is changed to the correct date. If the original ESC value had been greater than '0' and the Current Month Hours on Pay Status value causes the ESC to be incremented, then the Credit From date is updated with the value of the employee's Hire Date (EDB 0113). If the original ESC value had been '0' and the Current Month Hours on Pay Status (EDB 5119) value causes the ESC to be incremented, then the Credit From date is updated with the System Control Record (SCR) Current Date. If a prior month Hours on Pay Status value causes the ESC to be incremented, regardless of the value of the original ESC, then the Credit From date is updated with the date of the Hours on Pay Status value if it is earlier than the Credit From date or the Credit From date is initial values.

**DB2 Programs**

**PPEM005**

Code to move Hours on Pay Status values to the PCM table has been commented out and included later in the same paragraph at a point after the ESC has been calculated. Code has been added to determine whether the ESC From Date is initial values when the Current Month Hours on Pay Status value causes the ESC to be incremented. If it is initial values, and the ESC value is 0', then the SCR Current Date is used to update the Credit From date. If the ESC value is not '0', then the Hire Date is used to update the Credit From date. The code has been deleted which required that the ESC value be '0' before updating the Credit From date to a prior Hours on Pay Status date.

**Test Plan**

The existence of this problem was confirmed at Office of the President by executing program PPP130 to perform EDB periodic maintenance to begin the month of February. An employee who had been hired the previous January worked over one-half of the working hours in January, 176 hours. The ESC value was correctly changed from '0' to '1'. However, while the value of 176, the Current Month Hours on Pay Status, was moved to the Hours on Pay Status for January, that amount was not move to the Hold Hours on Pays Status for January, which remained zero. The February compute was run and the Current Month Hours on Pay Status value was updated to 160 hours. Next the periodic maintenance to begin March was run. The employee erroneously had 2 credits rather than 1 added to the ESC during monthly maintenance. This occurred because the employee received one credit for the month of February for the Hours on Pay Status value of the current month, as well as one credit for the month of January because it appeared that the January Hours on Pay Status had been adjusted during the compute since it was different that the Hold Hours on Pay Status value, 176 compared to zero, indicating late pay and the need to add one month credit. Another employee had been separated in January and had had no pay activity in January or February. That employee erroneously had 1 credit deleted from the ESC during monthly maintenance to begin March. This occurred because a zero value, the Current Month Hours on Pay Status amount was moved to the January Hours on Pay Status value but not to the January Hold Hours on Pay Status during February Monthly maintenance, making it appear that the employee had had his hours adjusted during the compute, 0 compared to 240, indicating a need to deduct 1 month of credit. An employee with a Credit From Date value of initial values and an ESC value of 66 also gained service credit during January and February. Since the ESC value was already greater than '0', the Credit From date was not updated but the ESC was correctly incremented by 1 each month.
The code changes to PPEM005 were made and the same sequence of monthly maintenance and computes were run again using the same input to start. The employee hired in January correctly had the ESC value increased by one during the February and March monthly maintenance runs and the values of the January and February Hours on Pay Status and Hold Hours on Pay Status were correct, i.e. January hours were the same as January hold hours and February hours were the same as February hold hours. The employee separated in January correctly had no change to the ESC value during either the February or March monthly maintenance. The employee with a Credit From Date value of initial values and an ESC value of 66 who gained service credit during January and February had the Credit From date changed to the Hire Date and the ESC incremented by 1 each month.

**Installation Instructions**

Install this release as follows.

1. Modify program PPEM005
2. DB2-precompile, compile, and link PPEM005 into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB).
3. Perform testing similar to that described above to ensure proper installation.
4. Perform any desired local testing.
5. Install the program in production.

**Timing of Installation**

Installation of this release is urgent with the installation of Release 930. If Release 930 has not yet been installed, make the modification to PPEM005 before installation.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Madelyn.Sano@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.
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